
NEW! SIRUI VA SERIES 
 ARCA COMPATIBLE PROFESSIONAL 

FLUID VIDEO HEAD

VA-5Arca Compatible Video Head

What’s included: 
Handle,TY-70-A Quick release plate  

(Arca compatible)
instruction manual, warranty card

Compact design ● Professional Quality  
Made for today’s DSLR/Video Systems

To create beautiful, professional videos, you need smooth movements and transitions. SIRUI VA-5 Professional Fluid Video Heads have a fluid system designed to produce 
smooth pans and tilts. And an internal spring-assisted counter-balance mechanism provides added support, smoother tilt movements and protection to your equipment.
 
Forward/backward camera position adjustments for balance are fast and easy. And the dual safety lock system prevents the camera from falling off when the primary locking 
mechanism is loosened. Push the secondary release button to remove the camera from the video head.

The precision-machined aluminum VA-5 weighs only 1.3lb (.6kg) , it can easily handle camera systems (camera, lens, grip, lights, etc.) weighing up to 6.6lb (3kg)! 

To make horizontal alignment of the head extra easy, there are 2 bubble levels - one on the base of the head to align the tripod and one on top of the video head to align the 
camera (a SIRUI first!).

                The VA-5 is also perfect for use with spotting scopes for bird-watching . It includes a TY-70A Quick Release Plate and will accept most   
   SIRUI TY-series Quick Release Plates (excluding TY-50X/ 60X/ 70X) and many other Arca-compatible quick release plates.

Features 
● Precision machining and forged aircraft aluminum bodies  
  provide rugged, reliable heads. 
   Weighs only 1.3lb (.6kg!) Supports up to 6.6 lb (3kg) 
● Smooth fluid movements combined with an advanced     
  balancing system 
   – 360° horizontally and +90/-70º vertically 
● Two bubble levels for critical alignment

VA 
Series

TY-LP40

TY-70TY-60

TY-LP75

Additional Quick Release Plates

TY-50ETY-50

TY-70-ATY-70-2TY-70-2

Watch the 
VA Series Video
http://bit.ly/SiruiVA5

BSRVA5        VA-5    Aluminum Alloy   11.8 (300) x 4.7 (120) x 3.17 (83)   1.3 (0.6)        6.6 (3)      $249.95     $199.95    $147.68 
 
 
 
BSRTY50      TY-50   Aluminum Alloy   1.97 (50) x 1.54 (39) x 0.42 (10.8)  1.1 (31.4)      $ 40.00     $25.00    $25.00 
BSRTY50E     TY-50E   Aluminum Alloy   1.97 (50) x 1.54 (39) x 0.37 (9.5)     1 (29.6)      $ 30.00     $19.00    $19.00
BSRTY60      TY-60   Aluminum Alloy   2.36 (60) x 1.93 (49) x 0.42 (10.8)  1.4 (39.6)      $ 45.00     $28.00    $28.00 
BSRTY70      TY-70   Aluminum Alloy   2.76 (70) x 1.54 (39) x 0.42 (10.8)  1.3 (37.2)      $ 45.00     $28.00    $28.00 
BSRTY702     TY-70-2   Aluminum Alloy   2.76 (70) x 2.36 (60) x 0.42 (10.8)  2.1 (60.3)      $ 48.00     $30.00    $30.00 
BSRTY70A     TY-70-A   Aluminum Alloy   2.76 (70) x 1.54 (39) x 0.42 (10.8)  2.0 (55.9)      $ 45.00     $28.00    $28.00 
BSRTYLP40     TY-LP40   Aluminum Alloy   2.56 (65) x 1.54 (39) x 0.42 (10.8)  1.4 (39.6)      $ 29.95     $17.50    $17.50 
BSRTYLP75     TY-LP75   Aluminum Alloy   2.91 (74) x 1.54 (39) x 0.42 (10.8)  1.6 (45.4)      $ 48.00     $30.00    $30.00 
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